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One of the growth drivers for thin film deposition technology is the growing demand

for products for which a thin layer can increase their lifespan or give them better

properties.

Their development usually involves several steps: research taking place in a lab-scale

coater (sample size ≈ cm2); process transfer to pilot-scale coater (sample size

typically ≈ A3); scaling up to full scale production. Unfortunately, plasma scaling up is

very time-consuming, frustrating and costly because it induces changes in partial

pressure, plasma density, species flux, radiated thermal fluxes, …. A whole set of

parameters are experimentally investigated at each step in order to find the proper

deposition conditions that will reproduce the lab-scale results. This induces long time

to market period, substantial operating and capex expenditures. In order to reduce

these costs, delays but also the environmental impact, one could think of a software

that would simulate film growth taking into account the characteristics of coaters so

that film functionalities could be predicted in silico. Such a virtual coater (VC) would

handle process variation from vessel to vessel.

We are developing a three dimensional kinetic Monte Carlo code NASCAM that has

been recently extended to simulate thick film growth (single layer or multi-layered

system up to 100 nm). Diffusion of atomic species is implemented and

temperature/time evolution of a given structure can be predicted. It allows the

simulation of one million of incident particles a day and the simulation of a system at

high temperature without suffering large computational time. Using this VC, one can

predict how energetic ion bombardments can change the film nanostructure, impact

the overall density, surface roughness and voids number and size. Required inputs

are taken from literature or are evaluated by MC or DSMC/PIC-MC simulations for a

given coater geometry.

In this lecture, we will compare side by side experimental results and VC simulations

of metallic film grown by various techniques like DC magnetron, HIPIMS, GLAD, …. in

various coaters.

Ongoing developments will be also presented.
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